Анотацiя. We introduce the notion of Fibonacci and Lucas derivations of the polynomial algebras and prove that any element of kernel of the derivations defines a polynomial identity for the Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials. Also, we prove that any polynomial identity for Appel polynomial yields a polynomial identity for the Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials та описуємо arised interwining maps.
Introduction
The Fibonacci F n (x) and Lucas L n (x) polynomials are defined by the following ordinary generating functions
The derivatives of the polynomials have the form , see [1] , [2] :
We are interested in finding polynomial identities for the polynomials, i.e. identities of the form P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = const and P (L 0 (x), L 1 (x), . . . , L n (x)) = const, where P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a polynomial of n + 1 variables. We offer a method for finding such identities which is based on the followimng simple observation: if d dx P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = 0, тодi P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = const i.e., it is an indentity. On the other hand, rewrite this derivative in the form d dx P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = = ∂ ∂x 0 P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n )
1 Therefore d dx P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = = ∂ ∂x 0 P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n )D F (x 0 ) + · · · + ∂ ∂x n P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n )D F (x n ) {x i =F i (x)} = = D F (P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ))
where the differential operator D F defined by
It is clear that if D F (P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n )) then d dx P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = 0. Thus, any nontrivial polynomial P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ), which belongs to the kernel of D F , i.e., the following holds D F (P (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n )) = 0, defines a polynomial identity of the form P (F 0 (x), F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) = const. Analogously, for the Lucas folynomials, we introduce the differential operator
and show that the condition
. . , L n (x)) = const. For instance, it is easily verified that for the polynomial
A similar problem was solved in [3] for the Appel polynomials. In this paper was proved that any non-trivial element of kernel of the differential operator
defines some polynomial identity for the Appel polynomial. Recall that polynomials {A n (x)}, deg(A n (x)) = n is called the Appel polynomials if
In the present paper we show how the known polylomial identities for Appel can be used to find a polynomials identities for the Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials. A linear map ψ AF is called (D A , D F )-interwining map if the following condition holds: ψ AF D A = D F ψ AF . Any such map induces an ispmorphism from ker D A to ker D F . For instance, the discriminant of the polynomial (in the variables X, Y )
and lies in the kernel of the operator D A . It is well known result of the classical invariant theory. It is easily checked that the linear map defined by
commutes with the operators D A and D L . Therefore the element
lies in the kernel of the operator D L and defines the following identity for the Lucas polynomial:
In the paper we present methods of the theory of locally nilpotent derivation to find polynomial identities for the Fibonacci and Lucal polynomials.
In section 2,we give a brief introduction to the theory of localy nilpotent derivations. Also, we introduce the notion of the Fibonacci and Lucas derivations and find its kernels. In this way we obtain some polynomials identities for the Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials.
In the section 3 we find a
Fibonacci and Lucas derivations
2.1. Derivations and its kernels. Let C[x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] be the polynomial algebra in n + 1 variables x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n over C. Recall that a derivation of the polynomial algebra C[x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] is a linear map D satisfying the Leibniz rule:
. Any triangular derivation is locally nilpotent. The subalgebra
For arbitrary localy niplotent derivation D tye following statement holds:
where σ is the Diximier map
The proof one may find in [5] and [6] .
The expressions (1.1),(1.2) motivate the following definition
are called the Fibonacci derivation and the Lucas derivation respectivelly
We have
Any element of ker ϕ F or ker ϕ F defines a polynomial identity for the Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials вiдповiдно. Put
It is easy to see that
We have thus proved the following theorem. 
Similarly we get
Induction gives
. Now we may find the Diximier map:
Replasing λ by − x 2 x 1 , we obtain, after simplifying:
The polynomials
belong to the kernel ker D F . We call them the Cayley elements of the localy nilpotent derivation D F . The first few Cayley polynomials are shown below:
Theorem 2.1 implies
Theorem 2.3.
. Thus, we obtain a description of the kernel of the Fibonacci derivation. To get an identity for the Fibonacci polynomials we should find ϕ F (C n ). We get
. Випишемо пiсля спрощення декiлька цих многочленiв
Appel-Lucas and Appel-Fibonacci interwining maps

Appel-Lucas interwinning map.
Denote by ψ AL a Appel-Lucas intewinning map. Бу-демо шукати його у виглядi: 
Прирiвнюючи вiдповiднi коефiцiєнти, отримуємо такi рекурентнi спiввiдношення на α
Пiсля спрощення отримуємо систему рекурентних рiвнянь 
Розглянемо допомiжне неоднорiдне рекурентне спiввiдношення (n − a)x n = n(x n−1 + g n−1 ), x a = 0, n ≥ a.
а g n -деяка фiксована послiдовнiсть. Тодi Lemma 3.2.
x n = n a n−1 i=a
Як наслiдок маємо, що система рекурентних рiвнняь має такий розвязок
Розв'язуючи систему послiдовно знаходимо
Для знаходження загального розв'язку системи розглянемо невiдомi послiдовностi α
Звiдси, прирiвнявши вiдповiднi коефiцiєнти, зразу знаходимо, що
Таким чином, маємо такi рекурентнi спiввiдношення для β (s) n :
. . .
Звiдси знаходимо, що
Oтримуємо таке рекурентне спiввiдношення на послiдовнiсть b s :
Тодi, враховуючи рекурентне спiввiдношення знайдемо, що 
, where
and the generating function for b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b n , . . . are defined через обернену функцiю Бесселя
Шукаємо ψ у виглядi: 
Таким чином, отримуємо такi рекурентнi спiввiдношення на α
Пiсля спрощення отримуємо таку систему рiвнянь s − 3) ) .
Доведення.
Маємо s − 3) ) .
Тут використали спiввiдношення
Розв'язуючи рекурентнi рiвняння при початковiй умовi α (n − 8) 39 n 2 − 296 n + 545 (n − 7) (n − 6) (n − 2) (n − 1) n Будемо розглядати невiдомi послiдовностi α Таким чином, маємо такi рекурентнi спiввiдношення для β
